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Published by the Northern California Norton Owner’s Club, its purpose is to inform
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MEMBERSHIP:
The Northern California Norton Owners
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Membership Application to the Northern California Norton Owner’s Club

Membership cost is $25.00 per year and includes a subscription to the
Norton Notice, a publication which provides an enormous wealth of
information to Norton owners, announces and re-caps of club events.
I hereby apply for Membership in the Northern California Norton Owners
Club (NCNOC)
Name_______________________________________________________
Phone______________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________
City_____________________________________________ State______
Zip______________ E-Mail_____________________________________

This is a new ____ renewal ____ application.
Norton(s) owned:
Year _____ Model ________________________
Year _____ Model ________________________
The undersigned applicant certifies that he or she is a legal resident of the US over the age of
18, has a valid motorcycle driver’s license, and will use legally required safety equipment in
connection with club activities. Participant does hereby execute this release, waiver, and indemnification for himself or herself and his or hers, successors, representatives, and as-signs,
and hereby agrees and represents as follows: To release the Northern California Nor-ton Owners Club (the Club) and its officers, agents and members from any and all liability, loss, damage, costs, claims, and/or cause of action, including but not limited to all bodily injuries and
property damage arising out of participation in the club’s activities, it being specifically understood that such activities include the operation and use by applicant and others of motorcycles.
The undersigned further agrees to indemnify the club and its officers, agents, and members
and hold them harmless for the results of the undersigned’s participation in those activities.
This indemnification shall include attorney’s fees incurred in defending any claim or judgment
and incurred in the negotiation of any settlement. It is understood and agreed that the undersigned shall have the opportunity to consent to any settlement; provided, however, that such
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.

I have read and agree to the additional terms and conditions set forth on all parts of
this application. Other affiliated clubs and organizations are also represented and
protected by this release.
Applicants Signature and date (required)
___________________________________________________________________

Make your check for $25 payable to:
Northern California Norton Owners Club
Send all applications & inquiries to Treasurer
Alan Goldwater 1780 Chanticleer Ave. Santa Cruz Ca. 95062
You can also join on line at nortonclub.com and use credit card through our pay pal account.
See us at www.nortonclub.com and join our IO group for information and club activities
at https://groups.io/g/NorCalNOC
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Upcoming Events
Alan’s Wrench ©2020
I recently disassembled Margie's MK3 speedometer drive to see why it had
failed. It had the usual worn-out pinion gear, the part that drives the cable.
Most of us will have encountered this common failure if we’ve put more than
20k miles on a Commando, as that seems to be the usual service life even with
frequent application of grease. The gears in the drive unit are steel but don’t
seem to be hardened, and the extreme angle of the pinion teeth probably
contributes to the accelerated wear, especially when the cable core and gauge
input bushing start to get tight from lack of lubricant. More on this later.
Because of the MK3 rear disk brake, the speedo drive is on the left side of the
wheel, and thus turns the opposite direction than on all previous Nortons. The
gears are not interchangeable with those from drum-brake drives, so there’s
little chance to build up a useable part from salvaged components.
There’s another important difference I hadn’t known before this latest
disassembly. On the drum brake speedo drives, there’s a hardened flanged
spacer 06.7629 that passes through the back of the assembly. This part carries
the load when the axle nut is tightened, preventing the flimsy alloy drive body
from being crushed. I accidentaly omitted this part once, which locked up the
gears and caused immediate failure of the drive when the bike was ridden.
Instead of this part, the MK3 drive unit has a hard steel plate riveted inside the
alloy drive body, which is then compressed between a large flat washer and a
bearing spacer.
Now regarding lubrication, I’ve had good results from using AGS Kable-Ease.
Pull out the core and spread a few drops along the length. It doesn’t take much
and makes a big difference. Before you re-attach the cable to the speedo head,
look at the fitting where it attaches. On most of the gauges there is a brass
colored dust cover at the tip of the threaded spigot. It looks like part of the
fitting because it’s made of thin sheet metal, but you can usually separate it
from the body with careful use of an xacto blade or something similar. Under
this cap is the bushing for the rotating part where the cable core square end
fits.
Put just one small drop of thin oil on this bushing and replace the dust cap. In
many cases, the fluttering of a gauge needle is due to binding of a dry input
bushing, and a bit of oil will cure it. To be clear, not all the gauges have this
removable cap over the bushing, but look for it when you next have the cable
loose.
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Feb 8

Meeting Swinging Door

Feb 16

Sweetheart Ride

Mar 7

Meeting venue TBD chosen by Bhabe

Mar 15

May 16

Ride (Highway CleanUp)
Meeting Swinging Door or venue chosen by
Bhabe
Santa Cruz Mtn Ride RL:Alan
Meeting Round Table or venue chosen by
Bhabe
Quail Motorcycle Gathering

May 24

Mt Hamilton Ride RL. Tom Dabel

Jun 14

Highway Cleanup and Meeting at Alice’s

Apr 11
Apr 19

May 9

Jul 11
Meeting Swinging Door or venue TBD
Jul 12 (or 19
Mt. Umunhum Ride
TBD)
Jul 13-17
The Rip Van Norton Rally In E. Durham, NY

Aug 13-16

Dardanelle or Golden Pines Campout

Aug 23

Highway Cleanup - Alices

Sep 5

Meeting TBD

Sep 13

Delta Ride

Oct 4

AGM & Ride

Oct 11

Highway Cleanup Alices

Nov 7

All Brit Ride - our club ride

Nov 14

Meeting Swinging Door or venue TBD

Dec 5

Christmas Party & Meeting

Dec 13

Freeze Ride

For latest info, please join our email discussion list at https://
groups.io/g/NorCalNOC
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By Margie Siegal

“I get by with a little help from my friends.” -- The Beatles
In the last few days, I have been getting by with a little help from my
friends in the Northern California Norton Club. It all started when I decided to put a trip together to Highway 108 and the Pinecrest area. My usually-reliable Triumph died on the road 13 or 14 miles outside of Sonora
on one of the hottest days of the year. Between a concerned CHP officer, Dave Crader and Vic's Towing, the bike and I made it to Crader's
house in Stockton, where Dave and Pat gave me a ride home. Keith
Karnes volunteered to get the bike to Munroe Motors in SF, where they
determined there was a problem with the electrical system , which took a
while to figure out. The battery was DOA, but replacing the battery did
not solve the problem. Eventually, Munroe's decided it was the pick up
coils. Fingers crossed, I am picking up the bike tomorrow.
FYI #1: I have recently heard multiple reports of relatively new motorcycle batteries failing without warning. One battery even caught fire! If
someone can pinpoint the brand that is causing the problems [word is to
avoid batteries Made In China, where, of course most are made] it would
be a public service.

Next up was the Red Norton, which has been unreliable for the last year.
Alan Goldwater emailed me instructions on checking the alternator, and
Danny Aarons came over to help with the project. Results: Alternator
deceased, as well as the speedo drive in the rear hub (I am really piling
up the dead motorcycle parts!) Alan volunteered to rebuild the speedo
drive.
FYI #2: Mean Marshall's in the wilds of West Oakland is now reopened,
with Nils Marshall in charge of sales and service writing and John (former
Raber's mechanic) spinning wrenches. Marshall's has a large stash of
Norton parts, Call if you need something and can't find it elsewhere.

I have been riding since 1973. In my observation, motorcycle people are,
on average, the most helpful and generous folks on the face of the earth
and Norton Club members are the best of the best.

Thanks Margie! You said it best! NCNO members are the best!
From the Editor
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We found a different joint not far away for lunch. By the time we got back
to our room the motel was deserted and it was 103 out there in the parking lot. So, Shirley did a spot of hand-washed laundry and hung things
out on the bike to dry. Then she napped and I read. Very relaxing but
also frustrating due to the failure of that rectifier to show up. On the
phone, Bill told me that he may not gave gotten it to the Post Office early
enough.

Oct 11 South Bay Ride

Back at the front desk the next morning, still no package. We extended
our stay another day, again. I decided to ride over to the Post Office to
look. Voila, they had it, but they had no explanation as to why it hadn’t
been delivered to the motel. I parked the bike in some meager shade in
the motel parking lot and went at it. But even with the new rectifier,
things weren’t right – not with the alternator, nor with my brain, which
should have led me to test the latter first. On the phone, Bill persuaded
me to simply get the bike to their place so we could fix it before riding off
to Virginia. I finally reached Phil, who apologized for being incommunicado; he’d been helping wife with some serious health issues. It was my
turn to apologize, but he brushed it off and promised to send an alternator to Bill’s, as well as a rectifier, to replace the one Bill had given me.
“Oh, and Phil? A tach cable, too, mine’s kaput.” This was becoming
quite the joy ride.
The nearest U-Haul box van that I could find (one that came with a
ramp) was in Salt Lake, which I reserved and then called my insurance
company to request roadside assistance to get me there. I was informed
the coverage was good for a maximum transit distance of 150 miles.
Well, that was good, the U-Haul was 133 miles away. “But, Mr. Danmeier, it looks like your assistance coverage has expired.” I nearly went
through the roof. “That’s the bad news. But looking at your…well….you
have been a customer for a very long time, and my, you certainly have a
lot of vehicles insured with us! Let me see what we can do.” I was
steamed because I was certain that I had paid whatever bill they sent
me. Back on the phone: “Well sir, the good news is that we can reinstate you!” “Wonderful” said I. “But there’s a 24-hour lag-time”, he said.
That meant another day’s delay and expense, definitely not “good
news”. “Let me see what we can do.” In a few minutes they did reinstate
me and while doing so, found another rental, only 70 miles away. Soon
a truck pulled into the motel towing an enclosed trailer used exclusively
for motorcycles. Such a deal! Good old Hagerty! We loaded the Norton
and set out for Mt. Pleasant, Utah.

from Pres. Ken Armann
At 10am when the meeting should be starting, only three members
were present so the meeting was skipped. Things were looking up
by 10:20 when Tom M, Mark and I rode in.
Nine of us talked among ourselves as Art, Alan and Tom D worked
out the details for the route to Uvas Road. There would be another
15 minutes of visiting before everyone was on their bikes and ready
to ride.
The pack of six Commandos, two BMWs and a modern Triumph
formed up with Art leading, Liz riding sweep, and Jerry doing extreme sweep in his quad-bike as everyone pulled out onto Los Gatos-Saratoga Rd. Unfortunately for me at a stop sign on a one lane
section of Hicks near the Guadalupe Dam, my clutch cable broke. I
took this as a sign from the universe and used the small hill I was
on to get going again and headed back into town. Behind me Liz
and Tom M had retrieved Art's spare cable, but I was already too
far gone to catch. Thank you both for trying! When I finally got
stopped by a light I decided I had nothing to p
rove and called Marco Hernandez, a AAA tow truck drive that I
knew from the shop
could haul a bike
safely and with that
my ride was done.
The universe turned
out to be right, and by
being home I was
able to see my mom
in the hospital when
she had some clarity.

To be continued

Thanks Ken
From the Editor
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Mercury ride & Highway Clean-Up
By SportsterDiana
The Mercury came to life with one kick, she was as ready to go as I was.
I could have followed Ken and Tom M. up but opted to go my own way at
my own pace. I've gotten use to it being just me and the bike, and the
Mercury and I had a lot of catching up to do. I had Hwy9 all to myself to
get the feel of the curves on a Featherbed frame again. With no intent of
spirited riding I still ended up catching and passing some other bikes on
Skyline. Vista Point is still blocked off, so I stopped just before it for
some pictures. Off the bike I noticed how strong the wind was blowing
from the east. The smoke coming in with the wind was already hiding the
east hills. While I was there Ken and Tom M. went by, so I got going
again and rode the rest of the way into Alice's again.
Do to my "on-call care giver duties" I knew my stop at Alice's would have
to be brief. The club banner was a beacon to where Lorin and Kathryn
had a table full of snacks and coffee waiting. The signup sheet showed
16 members there, and the lots were fairly full all around. If not for a lot
of the people present wearing masks it would have looked like a fairly
normal day.
Neither the Mercury nor I were ready to go back so we headed for the
ocean on 84. a few miles from the water it cooled off and the air lost it's
smoky taste. In a sharp contrast to the last week the only animal sighting
was a giant caterpillar I had to swerve around as it was running across
road. It was another beautiful day on the PCH, wisps of marine layer adding to the cool peaceful feeling, and the Mercury was loving it. I would
frankly have liked to stay there all day, but life had other plans so far too
soon we had to turn back. A quick hi to Tom D. at the stop sign as I went
through Alice's again and then south on Hwy35. I passed Margie and
James, then Tom M. and Ken so the road was well covered for cleanup.
Luck was with me again, and the road was all mine like it had been most
of the day. To hedge my bet on having enough gas I coasted most of the
way down hwy9. We made it back to the shop with gas to spare, and
before the heat and bad air set in.

Thanks Diana for riding and writing!
From the Editor
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After that excursion, we went back to our room to escape the heat. I opted
to call our pals Bill and Shelia, who were expecting us in Ohio, to let them
know that we’d be running late. Bill said that he had a solid-state rectifier in
his garage and offered to pop it in the mail for overnight delivery. Great
idea! So, we took a nap and later had a talk
with a nice guy outdoors who happened to
have ridden in on a Harley, from South Carolina.
Without a lot of restaurant choices, we decided
on the Mexican place next to the motel for dinner. We could walk over, so at least we could
have a drink without violating my no-boozewhen-riding-the-bike rule. The place was rather quiet, but it was still early, with only one
guy sitting at the bar. When the waitress came
over, I ordered a couple of Margaritas. “Sorry,
she said. We don’t serve any hard liquor”.
Strike one. I shrugged that off and ordered a
Chardonnay for Shirley and a Cabernet for me.
“Sorry”, she said, “We don’t have any wine”.
Strike two. What is it with this town, I wondered. The guy at the bar straightened me out by explaining over his shoulder: “Only beer in here, no wine or
hard stuff.” OK, I had one strike left before storming out and returning to our
nice cool dugout next door. Beer it would be. “Then let’s have a Corona for
her, and for me, a Dos Equis”. That message got through, because she left
to get them while we pored over the menu. But she brought out two bottles
of Dos Equis – we’d been double-crossed!. When I pointed that out to her,
the bar guy turned and said ”Bring her a Corona”, and offered the second
Dos Equis to me, if I wanted it. At that point, yeah, I did. What with all the
shenanigans over the drinks, I’ve forgotten what we ate, but I know we enjoyed it. On leaving, we encountered the barstool guy at the cash register.
We had a nice chat and learned that he was from San Salvador, not Mexico. We introduced ourselves and asked his name. “Jose”, he said. Then
with a grin, “Or, Jos-B.” What a character. “How you like our Mexican
wine?”
In the morning, we checked at the front desk, thinking that our overnight
parcel would have arrived. No such luck. I looked up local bike shops on
the phone and in the book to see if I could find a more hospitable place to
work on the Norton. Shirley went for a walk. She scored some shorts in a
local shop at about half price, as it happened to be Senior Discount Day
(the cashier had asked if she was over 55). Meanwhile, my research located the one shop that looked promising. We couldn’t reach them by phone,
so we rode around looking for it, only to find that it had burned down. So, I
took Shirley downtown on the Norton, to the hairdressers. I yawned through
it while she got a very short cut for 25 bucks. It was about that time, I guess,
that it occurred to me that we’d ridden through here before. That must have
been in 1990, on the BSA, going in the other direction - but I had no
memory of it. Small world.
Continued on page 12
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Travels with Shirley
Don Danmeier

2017: Part 2
Long, straight and gradually warming pavement stretched ahead of us.
Off to the South, we saw the remaining shimmering water of Sevier
Lake, or salt flats. At about the 75-mile point,
the charging system was also beginning to
shimmer, what with the little red light glowing
on the instrument binnacle. We rode on into
the little town of Hinckley, Utah and stopped at
a defunct service station, to park under the
canopy. Sure enough, the multimeter confirmed that no juice was flowing. A friendly
local couple passing by stopped for a chat and
handed us bottles of water. We weren’t too
far from Delta, so we elected to just ride on
total loss electrics for the next 28 miles and
get a room so Shirley could get out of the heat
while I tried to get to the bottom of the charging problem.
After booking in and with further prodding of
the electrical system, I concluded that what I
needed was a rectifier. Trying to reach my
purported pal and parts purveyor, Phil Radford, was fruitless. We really couldn’t fault him for not answering calls,
after all, this was 4th of July. So, I reinstalled the seat and side panels
on the bike and we rode over to a local café for lunch and a spot of cooling off. There was a flock of Harleys parked out in the sun on the parking
lot, but the far more nimble Norton let us ride right up next to the building
so I could leave it in the shade, on the sidewalk. Inside, we realized that
the baggers out there belonged to a female touring group. Another
group, smaller in number but similar in gender, were the waitresses, one
of whom, wearing what I guess was the regulation shoulderless blouse
and the longest fake eyelashes West of the Mississippi, came over to
take our order. “We’ll split a BLT”, I said, “but first, how about a Coke for
her, and for me, a root beer float?” “OK” she chirped and dashed off.
Pretty soon, she was back. “Hey you guys” (we are always “you guys”),
“Sorry, but we don’t have any root beer. We’re out”. It was really hot
outside, and I had been looking forward to a spurge with the float. So, I
told her, “OK, make it with Dr. Pepper.” Off she went on lap #2. Back
again, she informed us that “Sorry, we don’t have any ice cream. We’re
out.” Both of us eventually got something cold with ice in it and settled
down to wait for the sandwich.
Continued on page 11
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October ride: pics/story graciously submitted by Sportster Diana
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October ride pics and story graciously submitted by Sportster Diana
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